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v2.0.2 With Serial Number & License. 11d7563b71.It is virtually impossible to be a Democrat in
California now. The coalition of leftists have turned the state into a one party state. California

Democrats control both houses of the state legislature and the governorship, more than enough to
do what they please without Democrats holding the confidence of a majority of Republican voters.
Democrats have also sucked up enough Republican voters to make independents unwilling to vote.
The only way you can be elected in California is if you represent a special interest. Taxpayers are
forced to pay for high profile special interest groups to run ads in support of their positions. Ads

promoting bills they support. Ads in opposition to bills they are opposed to. Extra special interest ads
are spent to influence control of the state Assembly and Senate. All of which constitute the vast

majority of ads run by special interests. If you are not a special interest group, expect to struggle to
get noticed. And even if you are a special interest group, expect to struggle to get noticed. I am not
disparaging special interests groups. I am merely pointing out that special interest groups now have

a monopoly on the ads that are running to influence voters. All of them. It is not possible for a
political campaign to attract enough funding from high profile special interest groups to run effective
advertising to influence voters. Therefore political campaigns of major interest groups are forced to

look outside to draw from a pool of voters that is willing to listen. I had a friend who worked for a
major special interest group. I asked him how they were funding their advertising. He said they were
running ads in over 100 cities. It was not possible to reach a small number of voters effectively. My
friend was telling me the truth. The ads were unlikely to appeal to voters. Not only was there not

enough funding from the group to cover all of the ads, if they were running ads to influence voters,
they would have to be in all 100 cities. This would require tens of thousands of dollars for a

campaign to be run. So what does a special interest group do? Borrow money from entities that only
care about the fact that the political messaging in California is being run by special interest groups.

That means expensive campaigns to buy air time and promote messaging that appeals only to
certain segments of voters. Voters who
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